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Abstract: In thhis paper we deescribe the deveelopment of an array
a
tactile sensor for use in robbotic grippers based on a fleexible
piezoresistive material. We start by compparing differentt cell
structures in terms
t
of output characteristiccs and we consstruct
an array of ceells in a row annd columns layoout. A real timee data
acquisition syystem scans alll the cells andd converts electtrical
resistance to tactile pressuure maps. We validate thatt this
c
be used too improve graasping and perrform
information can
object recogniition.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
For handliing unkown objjects in unstrucctured environm
ments,
tactile sensinng can prove to be valuaable by provviding
information complementary to vision. By using the sense of
touch, humanns can perceivve mechanical properties off the
objects they are
a manipulating, such as coompliance, fricction,
texture or masss. Force and tactile sensing at the finger-oobject
contact are esssential for finee manipulation and complex tasks
with changingg grasp requirem
ments (Howe, 944).
The two most
m
importantt components of
o tactile interaaction
are the dynam
mic sensing, whhere we deal wiith responses caaused
by changes in the condition of
o contacts, baseed on movemennts of
v
or slip occurance and static sennsing,
the fingers, vibrations
where the disstribution of taactile mechanorreceptors is useed to
determine locaal surface shappe and pressuree distribution. There
T
are a few tecchnologies thatt can be usedd for manufactturing
tactile array sensors and the
t
most usedd are piezoresiistive
(rubbers or innks), piezocapaacitive, piezoellectrical and opptical
(Cutkosky et al.,
a 2008). Our work
w
will consiider the static taactile
arrays based on
o piezoresistivee technology.
Even thoough more thhan 30 years of research into
development of
o tactile sensorrs have passed, there has only been
little progresss achieved coompared to vision.
v
The biggest
problems conccern the difficuulty of wiring and
a fragility off such
sensors, not too mention the cost
c and difficulty of customizzation
(Cutkosky et al., 2008). Thee requirements for a tactile seensor
array similar to an artificial skkin would be:
t suit any kindd of finger or grripper
• conformabbility and thin, to
• spatial sennsing resolutioon and sensitiivity similar too the
human skiin
• robustnesss and repeatabillity for industriaal use
• low cost foor developmentt and easy to repplace
In the last decades, quite a few sensor prototypes
p
have been
developed. Fllexible sensorss based on pressure
p
conduuctive
rubber with 3x16 cells were
w
developedd using a stittched
m
and the leak
electrode structure, but the construction method
currents bring high variations in the measurrements (Shimoojo et
al., 2004). Inddustrial tactile sensors have been developeed by
Weiss (Weiß & Wörn, 2005)) but they are not
n flexible and have
low resolutionn, 6x14 cells inn 2.4cm x 5cm
m. A flexible 16x16
sensor array with
w 1 mm spaatial resolution was developed for
minimal invassive surgery, but
b the sensor fails to give stteady
output for staatic stimuli, annd has a high hysteresis
h
and non-

lineaarity (Goethals et al., 2008). A combination
n of static andd
dynaamic sensor waas developed to address both prressure profiless
and slippage, but thhe design has onnly 4x7 cells, and a number off
n
of cells (Göger et al., 2009).
2
wirees equal to the number

2. DEVELOPME
D
ENT OF A T
TACTILE SE
ENSING
ARRAY
A
C
rubber
2.1 CSA
CSA
C
material is a piezoresisstive rubber th
hat changes itss
electtrical resistancee locally in relation with an induced strainn
caussed by applicattion of pressuree. When no ex
xternal force iss
appllied, the electrric conductive particles do not
n touch eachh
otheer, therefore thhe material shoows a high ressistance (in thee
ordeer of hundredss of kilo ohm
ms). But, if extternal force iss
appllied the distance between paarticles is redu
uced, there aree
moree contact pointts between parrticles. The con
ntact resistancee
betw
ween particles drops
d
and electrrical current willl be allowed too
flow
w through. In thhis case, the resiistance will dro
op considerablyy
(to th
he range of hunndreds of ohms)).
2.2 Constructing
C
a tactile cell
In
n order to studyy the behaviour of the piezoresistive rubber ass
the base
b
of a tactille array sensor we start by in
nvestigating thee
prop
perties of a sinngle cell, with different electrrode structures..
Besiides from thee electrical reesistance prop
perties of thee
piezzoresistive rubbber, there are aalso other aspeccts to take intoo
conssideration: areaa of the electroddes and contact resistance. Wee
havee investigated different typees of electrod
des with 1mm
m
spaccing: copper sttripes, stitched wires, tin wirres, conductivee
poly
ymer with silveer with differennt subtrates (paaper, tape) andd
the influence of coontact type (permanent or flo
oating) betweenn
the electrodes and the conductive rubber. We
W have alsoo
inveestigated the sennsitivity of twoo types of strucctures: a singlee
sided approach and
a
a double sided approacch, where thee
piezzoresistive rubber is sandwicheed between the two electrodes..
The results showedd highest sensiitivity and dynamic range forr
the double sidedd approach, as the resistance of thee
piezzoresistive rubbber varies mosttly in the thick
kness plane. Inn
term
ms of threshold sensitivity, the best results weere obtained byy
usin
ng a floating electrical coontact, becausee the contactt
resisstance has a major influencce on the oveerall measuredd
resisstance and eveen if highly noon-linear, it vaaries mostly att
genttle contact. We managed to geet to a sensitiviity threshold off
abou
ut 50 grams foorce. The most repeatable and
d stable outputt
was given by a fllexible substratte (rubber tapee) with paintedd
cond
ductive polymeer electrodes. The change of resistance inn
relattion with a forcce applied usinng an actuator is displayed inn
Fig. 1. We can obsserve that theree is a non-linearr behaviour forr
ximum force appplied and also tthat the change in resistance iss
max
very
y sudden once a specific thresshold is passed
d. Even thoughh
hystteresis, relaxatioon and other noon-linearities arre present - thiss
is one
o of the disaadvantages of piezoresistive materials, thee
outp
put shows that non-absolute m
measurements of
o force can bee
donee.

plastic rings, plastic circles washers and tip of screwdriver. The
results are displayed in Fig.3. It is possible to discriminate
between different objects based on their contact geometrical
features and size easier than with a vision system, due to
removing of scaling and coloring.

Fig.1. Tactile cell response for 0-1000g Force
2.3 Constructing a tactile array sensor
A very common solution used to address the complexity of
wiring is the use of rows and columns of electrodes. This
technique implies equally spaced rows of electrodes on the face
of the material, followed by a perpendicular arrangement of
equally spaced columns on the back of the material. This
structure decreases the number of wires to a minimum
compared to a normal array of sensors, from 2 x n2 to 2 x n
wires. The tactile array sensor prototype is 2 cm x 2 cm, where
each cell is 1.6 mm x 1.6 mm and is close to the size of the
mechanoreceptors in the human skin. Fig. 2 represents a 4x4
array.

Fig. 2. Tactile sensing array for 4 rows and 4 columns
2.4 Data acquisition
Data acquisition is realised by applying a voltage on each
of the rows and scanning the columns one by one, iteratively, in
order to extract the electrical resistance at the overlapping of
the selected row and column. A voltage divider technique
translates the applied pressure over the specific cell into
voltage, which is adaptively converted to 12 bit for small
pressure and 7 bit for larger pressure, overall 256 different
pressure levels. An 8 bit value allows a reasonable
discrimination between pressure levels and increases
communication speed. In order to address 100 tactile cells we
use a dsPIC33f with 10 ports used for ADC conversion and 10
ports used for selecting the supply lines. The data is sent
serially to a PC with a minimum of 50 fps. Because of the small
distance between the electrodes, properties of the rubber and of
the multiplexing algorithm, there may appear leak currents or
phantom cells (Shimojo et al., 2004, Goethals et al., 2008). In
order to address this issue, all the rows that are not active are
connected to the ground. Due to imperfections in
manufacturing and non-ideal contact between the piezoresistive
material and the electrodes, there are different responses from
neighbouring cells for the same stimuli (up to 5% of the whole
range). A solution for this is to apply an even pressure over all
cells and to record each cells maximum. For each cell, the
range between the minimum and the maximum is normalized (0
- 255) and this value is sent further.
2.5 Use of tactile information
Information given by the sensor is converted into a 10x10
pressure map and can be used as the input to a grasp controller
that can try to maximize the touched area and ensure the
optimal force applied to the object. Another area where
pressure maps prove helpful is recognition of different objects
by unique contact profiles (Göger et al., 2009, ) or recognition
of objects based on tactile pressure maps from multiple grasps
(Schneider et al., 2009). Preliminary tests show that such a
sensor prototype can provide information regarding geometrical
features of small grasped objects. For this we have used the
sensor and pressed against various small sized objects like

Fig.3. Tactile images (up) for different small objects (down)

3. CONCLUSION
In this article we describe the development of tactile array
sensors using piezoresistive rubber. We start from constructing
a tactile cell, investigate its properties and continue with an
array of cells that fullfills our set of requirements. We describe
the data acquisition system and we show the potential use of
tactile information in object identification and reactive
grasping. Even though hysteresis, relaxation, wiring
complexity, sensitivity and robustness are current issues to
address, we suggest that such an array sensor device can be
successfully used in robotic grippers or anthropomorphous
hands for building fingertips and palm tactile sensors. Future
work will address using this sensor for adaptive grasping and
recognizing objects based on their geometrical features.
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